Oskar Olsson about Aqua4power
My name is Oskar Olsson, I'm 17 years old and I am from
Skåne Fagerhult, Sweden where I grew up with my mom,
dad and two older sisters.
I started my motocross racing career at home in the
woods on a bike without pedals at 1.5 years of age. Over
time I have rode many different motocross bikes. As an
11 year old, I won the National Championship in 85, the
Golden Helmet. In 2007 I was placed 7th in the youth
championships and won another two Championship
races. In 2008 I placed 3rd in the Youth Championship
and that same year I raced in two European Championships and a World Cup and was drafted by the national
team. In the World Cup race I earned two points.
2009, I took the step up to big bikes though still in the
Uclass and was fifth, only four points from a bronze. 2010
I upgraded to junior class and in mid-season I qualified as
an elite rider and earned three points.
2011 began a little more uneven with 18-17 seats in first
SM in Vissefjärda. In Tibro following results: 20-12.
During the break between races, I started drinking
Aqua4Power. It had been recommended that I drink
Aqua4Power to reduce recovery time and clear out waste
products that are formed in the body during strenuous
physical exercise such as motocross racing.
The immediate effects were that it made me feel stronger
and recovery time was absolutely quicker. I also felt a big
difference especially at the end of the heats where I had
more energy left than usual and could run at full speed to
the finish line. My final lap, in time, matched the 2 fastest
World Cup riders and I felt super strong.
The results that followed were two 6th places, which my
sponsors and I saw as very positive!
The recovery time between heats are quicker and my
body feels more efficient than it did before I started
drinking Aqua4Power.
My family and I have also noticed that my acne has
almost completely disappeared. I wanted to share the
positive impact Aqua4Power has had on my increased
endurance and all around well being.
Best regards
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